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Birding for Kids: A Guide to Finding, Identifying, and Photographing Birds in
Your Area
Damon Calderwood

, Donald E Waite

Description
An interactive full-colour field guide that teaches kids the fun, safe, and educational way to observe
birds in their natural habitat.Join expert bird photographers Damon Calderwood, Donald E. Waite, and
their young friends as they highlight all the basics on birding. Birding for Kids is filled with full-colour
photos, fascinating facts, and fun projects that allow children to get up close and personal with nature
while respecting the habitats of birds in the wild. The book includes guidelines on how to look for or
attract birds in backyards, city parks, and rural areas; how to take pictures of birds or record information
about them in a log book; how to help endangered or at-risk species; what to do if you find a hurt bird or
abandoned nest; and much more. This informative guide also includes a list common and scientific
species names, a glossary of birding terms, and all the basic equipment you need to become an avid or
casual birder.
9781772031973
Paperback
$14.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 8-11
Jun 9, 2017
Ctn Qty:

Author
Damon Calderwood is an actor, teacher, and wildlife photographer based in Port Coquitlam, British
Columbia. To learn more about Damon, visit globalbirdphotos.com.

Donald Waite is a former RCMP officer, an established historian, and an accomplished bird
photographer with over four decades’ experience. Waite opened a portrait studio in Maple Ridge, BC, in
1971 and sustained his passion for photography after retirement. He is the author of numerous books
on birding and BC regional history.

80 pages
5.00" x 7.00" x 0.25"
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Explore the Wild Coast with Sam and Crystal
Gloria Snively

, Karen Gillmore

Description
A beautifully illustrated story that teaches children about marine biology and the coastal environment of
BC and the Pacific Northwest. Join eleven-year-old Crystal and her seven-year-old brother, Sam, as
they travel by seine boat along the rugged Pacific coastline to visit their aunt Kate, a marine biologist,
and uncle Charlie, a retired fisherman, at their home in a sheltered inlet called Eagle Cove. As Aunt
Kate takes the children for walks along the beach and teaches them about marine life, tidal zones, and
habitats, they meet a dazzling range of sea creatures and learn the importance of observing,
respecting, and preserving nature. Colourful, engaging, and educational, Explore the Wild Coast with
Sam and Crystal is both a delightful story and an indispensable learning tool for children ages eight to
eleven.
9781772031676
Hardcover
$22.95
Juvenile Fiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 7-10
Jun 15, 2017
Ctn Qty:

64 pages
8.00" x 10.00" x 0.25"

Author
Gloria Snively is a professor emeritus of science, environmental, and marine education in the Faculty
of Education, University of Victoria, and a former classroom teacher of primary and junior secondary
grades. She is a founding member of the Northwest Association of Marine Educators and the author of
the classic bestselling field guide Exploring the Seashore in British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon ,
now in its eleventh printing. Her passions include curriculum development; First Nations education;
giving natural history workshops to teachers, park interpreters, and community groups; and exploring
the stunning seashores of the west coast. She lives in Sooke, BC.

Karen Gillmore has been an artist since she could hold crayons. In addition to being a children’s book
illustrator, she also draws and writes comics and illustrates graphic novels. She lives in Victoria, BC.
karengillmoreart.com.
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Baby Barnyard Animals
Kids' Own Nature Book
Heritage House

Description
Baby Barnyard Animals is a child's first introduction to some of the cutest animals that live on farms.
Featuring charming photography and simple captions, this book includes pictures of baby horses, cows,
sheep, goats, pigs, llamas, and more! Baby Barnyard Animals is the perfect companion to the Baby
Wild Animals and Baby Birds in the Wild series, designed for children ages three to six.

Author
9781772031454
Paperback
$6.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 3-6
Sep 29, 2016
Ctn Qty: 168

Heritage House Publishing Company began telling Canada's stories three decades ago. Its first book,
Wagon Road North, helped to put British Columbia on the world's literary map and remains one of
B.C.'s five all-time bestsellers with over 140,000 copies in print.
Many Heritage books celebrate the pioneer spirit and colourful history of western Canada. We also
publish recreational guides, nature books, and an assortment of special-interest titles. If this is your first
encounter with Heritage House, you've just struck gold!

48 pages
5.87" x 5.87" x 0.25"
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More Baby Wild Animals
Kids' Own Nature Book
Heritage House

Description
This follow-up to Baby Wild Animals features colourful photography and simple captions designed to
instil an early interest in wildlife. More Baby Wild Animals features over species of mamals, birds, and
marine life in their natural environments and captures them at the early stages of life as they learn to
walk, run, swim, and fly. From baby otters and whales to bear cubs and baby ducks, this book is the
perfect introduction to our wild and wonderful world for children ages three to six.

9781772031386
Paperback
$6.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 3-6
Sep 29, 2016
Ctn Qty: 168

Author
Heritage House Publishing Company began telling Canada's stories three decades ago. Its first book,
Wagon Road North, helped to put British Columbia on the world's literary map and remains one of
B.C.'s five all-time bestsellers with over 140,000 copies in print.
Many Heritage books celebrate the pioneer spirit and colourful history of western Canada. We also
publish recreational guides, nature books, and an assortment of special-interest titles. If this is your first
encounter with Heritage House, you've just struck gold!

48 pages
5.87" x 5.87" x 0.25"
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Baby Wild Animals
Kids' Own Nature Books
Dennis Schmidt , Esther Schmidt

Description
Do you want to know what an elk calf looks like? Or a mountain goat kid? How about playful bear cubs
romping in the grass? This sweet and colourful picture book introduces children to over thirty species of
young animals in the wild. It is an ideal guide for teaching kids about North American wildlife.

Author
9781772030907

Dennis and Esther Schmidt’s photographs reveal their commitment to conservation and the art of
wildlife photography. Together they have authored numerous books on the wildlife of western Canada
and the Pacific Northwest.

Paperback
$6.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 3-5
Sep 14, 2015
Ctn Qty: 168

48 pages
5.87" x 5.87" x 0.10"
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Baby Birds in the Wild
Kids' Own Nature Books
Damon Calderwood , Donald E Waite

Description
This delightful book, with its vivid photos and simple text, will introduce young children to the
enchanting world of newly born birds and the anxious dotings and feeding techniques of their moms and
dads. Highlighting over forty bird species, this collection invites birdwatchers everywhere to get kids
started early in enjoying North America’s most popular pastime. Baby Birds in the Wild is the perfect
companion for aspiring birders of all ages.

9781772030648
Paperback
$6.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 3-5
Sep 14, 2015
Ctn Qty: 168

Author
Damon Calderwood is an actor, teacher, and wildlife photographer based in Port Coquitlam, British
Columbia. To learn more about Damon, visit globalbirdphotos.com.

Donald E. Waite is an accomplished bird photographer with over four decades’ experience. He is the
author of numerous books on birding and BC regional history.

48 pages
5.87" x 5.87" x 0.15"
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More Baby Birds in the Wild
Kids' Own Nature Book
Damon Calderwood , Donald E Waite

Description
A colourful photographic introduction to baby birds in their natural habitat, designed for young children.
This delightful follow-up to Baby Birds in the Wild features vivid bird photography and simple text. More
Baby Birds in the Wild is designed to introduce very young children to the enchanting world of newborn
nestlings and their rarely seen feedings and interactions with their parents. Highlighting over forty bird
species, this book offers an early introduction to North America’s most popular pastime—birdwatching
—and encourages a lifelong love of nature and wildlife.
9781772031195
Paperback
$6.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Heritage House Publishing
Ages 3-5
Mar 1, 2016
Ctn Qty: 140

Author
Damon Calderwood is an actor, teacher, and wildlife photographer based in Port Coquitlam, British
Columbia. To learn more about Damon, visit globalbirdphotos.com.

Donald E. Waite is an accomplished bird photographer with over four decades’ experience. He is the
author of numerous books on birding and BC regional history.

48 pages
5.87" x 5.87" x 0.25"
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The Little Hummingbird
Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas, Wangari Maathai

Description
A new edition of the beautifully illustrated, bestselling book, revised for younger readers.This inspiring
children's book—a revised edition of the award-winning Flight of the Hummingbird—is based on a South
American indigenous story about a courageous hummingbird who defies fear and expectations in her
attempt to save the forest from fire. The illustrated story is supplemented by a natural and cultural
history of hummingbirds, as well as an inspiring message from Nobel Peace Prize winner Wangari
Maathai. The evocative artwork by internationally renowned Haida artist Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas
complements the optimistic tale that encourages everyone to take responsibility for their home and the
planet.

Reviews

9781553655336
Hardcover
$18.95
Juvenile Fiction
Greystone Books Ltd.
Ages 8-12
Mar 1, 2010
Ctn Qty: 56

The Little Hummingbird is the embodiment of this relatively new style of Haida comics, which combines
elements of traditional North Pacific arts and narrative, in this case that of the Haida, and the design of
Japanese manga. —Globe & Mail
— May 2010
STARRED: Evocative artwork complements this optimistic story that encourages everyone to take
responsibility for their home and the planet. —Best Books for Kids & Teens 2011
— July 2011

32 pages
6.75" x 10.00" x 0.44"

two-colour illustrations throughout.
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Fraser Bear: A Cub's Life
Maggie de Vries

, Renne Benoit

Description
A beautifully illustrated nature story of a bear cub's life in the Pacific Northwest, from a multi-awardwinning team, Fraser Bear is the exciting and moving story of a black bear cub's dangers and
adventures in his first two years, uniting the intertwined cycles of bear and fish. A map, facts about
bears and salmon, and a letter from the Pacific Salmon Foundation complete this true-to-life nature
story for young readers.This book is based on the top-selling plush toy created by Pacific Salmon
Foundation and Rocky Mountaineer Vacations.

Author
9781926812953
Paperback
$12.95
Juvenile Fiction
Greystone Books Ltd.
Grades 5 and under
Mar 30, 2012
Ctn Qty: 64

Maggie de Vries is the author of several children's books, including Hunger Journeys, Chance and the
Butterfly, and Tale of a Great White Fish , a Silver Birch Honour Book and winner of the Christie Harris
Illustrated Children's Literature Prize. Her adult non-fiction title Missing Sarah was shortlisted for a
Governor General's Award and won the inaugural George Ryga Award for Social Awareness in B.C.
Literature. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Renne Benoit is an award-winning artist who has illustrated many books for children, including Fraser
Bear, Boy in Motion, Jason's Journey, and Goodbye to Griffith Street , which won the Christie Harris
Illustrated Children's Literature Prize. She lives in southern Ontario with her husband and her two dogs.

48 pages
8.00" x 10.00" x 0.23"

40 illustrations
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Salmon Forest
Suzuki & Ellis, Sarah Ellis

, Sheena Lott

Description
New in paper, David Suzuki and Sarah Ellis's charming and informative text, accompanied by Sheena
Lott's exquisite watercolours, magically evoke the spirit and mystery of the West Coast rain forest.
Together, text and illustrations illuminate the interconnectedness of the forest and the sea and of all
life.Salmon Forest is recommended by Curriculum Services Canada and is published in partnership with
the David Suzuki Foundation.

Author
9781553651635
Paperback
$10.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
Douglas & McIntyre
Ages 5-8
Apr 1, 2006
Ctn Qty: 26

32 pages
9.00" x 10.00" x 0.19"

David Suzuki is an internationally renowned geneticist and environmentalist and a recipient of
UNESCO’s Kalinga Prize for the Popularization of Science and the 2009 Right Livelihood Award. Host
of the longrunning CBC television program The Nature of Things, he is also the author of more than fifty
books.

Sarah Ellis is a sought-after speaker at conferences and workshops throughout North America and
Europe. She has taught children's literature at colleges and universities in Canada, the United States,
Europe and Japan, and she has been a core lecturer and seminar leader at the Children's Literature
New England conferences since 1993.

Sheena Lott is an award-winning artist whose vibrant watercolours have graced numerous children's
books, including Jessie's Island and Midnight in the Mountains. She lives in Victoria, British Columbia.
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Sockeye Salmon Odyssey: An Illustrated Natural History
Brenda Guiled

Description
This children’s book tells the story of sockeye salmon of British Columbia through their lifecycle and
travels—truly an odyssey, or “long series of wanderings and adventures, especially when filled with
notable experiences and hardships”. It’s for parents, grandparents, teachers, etc. to read with kids age
6–12. It’s multi-disciplinary, covering science, arts, vocabulary, numbers, graphs, map-reading, and
more.
It’s for active reading, with questions to ask, answers to fill in, and pages to colour and add detail. It’s
jam-packed, to save paper and trees, using FSC 100% post-consumer recycled paper. Senior salmon
experts, David Levy and Don Lawseth, vetted this book and gave enthusiastic thumbs-up. Don even
said that he learned some things!
9780973355888
Paperback
$14.95
Juvenile Nonfiction
KIMAE BOOKS, 2015
Ages 6-12
Apr 15, 2015
Ctn Qty: 76

Author
Brenda Guiled (like “wild”) is a long-time fish/shellfish illustrator. She studied Zoology, especially
enjoying her 4th-year Fish Biology course. She has an MSc in Education, has written prize-winning
curriculum materials, fiction and nonfiction for children and adults, does graphic arts, and teaches
traditional karate and the dance inside it.

60 pages
7.00" x 8.50" x 0.25"
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